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Let osx, SX*~Xg~’ l ’ be a sequence of real numbers, lim Xi = +a. We prove that there 
e5ists a sequence P = {z,, z2, + l - *} in E2 such that lZil=: xi and every straight line of E2 comes 
arbitrarily near to P, if and only if 1 l/x, = + 00. Analogous results are valid for the case of higher 
dimensions. 
1. Introduction 
Let z be a point of the euclidean plane E2, the origin 0 is fixed. lzl denotes the 
distance of z from 0. If f is a straight line in E2, then d(z, f) is the distance of z 
and f. 
Let P = (z,, z2, z3, . . . } be a countable point-system in E2. We shall denote the 
number of points of P contained in the circle 121~ R, by N,(R). 
Definition 1. Let P be the family of all countable point-s stems P of E2 having 
the property that for any straight line f there exists a point z E P such that 
d(z, f)G. 
Definition 2. Let POc P be the family of all countable point-systems P of E2 
having the property that, for any straight line f and any E >O, there exists a point 
z E P such that d(z, f)dE. 
If P E PO, we shall say that every straight line of E2 comes arbitrarily near to the 
point-system P. The following two questions were raised by L. Fejes T&h [l]. 
(i) Does there exist a point-system PEP, for which N,(R) = o(R) holds? 
(ii\ Does there exist a minimal element P in P, in the sense that the order of 
maghitude of N:. CR) is minimal? 
The aim of this paper is to answer these questions and to give some generaliza- 
tions of them. The answers are included in the following two (complementzry) 
theorems. 
Theorem 1. Let OSXlGX2SXfS* l l be positive real numbers such that 1 l/Xi = 
+m and lim xi = +w. Then there exists a point-system P = {z,, t2, 73, . . .}E 
which lzil= xi (i = 1,2, 3, . . .). 
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Theorem 2. Let OSx,Sx,~x,~** 9 be positive real numbers such that C l/xi < 
9%. Let P=(z,, 22, z3, . . .} be a point-system, for which \zil= 4 (i = 1,2,3,. . .). 
Then for any positive C there exists a straight line fc in the plane suciiz that 
d(P, fc) = inf d( Zi, fc) > C. 
As an immediate consequence of the above theorems we have the following. 
Theorem 3. Let P=(z1,z2,z3,.. .) be any point-system which belongs to P. Then 
there exists a point-system P’={zi, z& z& . . .) in PO such that lz:I = IZi( (i = 
1,2,3,... ). Consequently, IV&R) = l?,( R ) holds. 
If we %!t Xi = i log i, then the point-system P guaranteed by Theorem 1 satisfies 
the requirements of question (i), so the answer to the first question is positive. 
In order to answer question (ii) let us considlzr a point-system P = 
{z,. z2, z39 l l .)E P and its function N,(R). By Theorem 2,x l/lZil = -too holds. Let 
us ;=hoose positive numbers xi, x& xi, . . . SO that 1 l/xi = $00 and lim XI/lZiI = +a~. 
Theorem 1 guarantees a point-system P’ = {z I, z& z& . . .)EP~, for which lzIl= xi 
(i= 1,2,3 , . . .). and clearly 
It means that the answer to the second question is negative. 
in Section 2 we prove Theorem 1 and 2. The last section contains the analogous 
results in the case of higher dimensions. 
2. Proofs 
Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 1, let us show a simple example of a 
point-system P = {z,, z2, z3, . . .)E PO, for which N,(R) = o(R). 
Example. Let us consider a spiral s (around the origin) given by the polar- 
coordinates r(q) = e” (q 2 0). We define the point-system P on the spiral by 
induction. Let z, be the only point of s. for which IzJ = 2. If we have already 
defined the points zl, z2, . . . , Zi, then w get Zi+l E S passing an arc of length 
on the spiral, outward from z~,. 
Our spiral moves away from the origin SG speedily that the length of arc of it, 
contained by the circle Izls R, is less than 2R For this reason, N,(R) = o(R) 
holds. The rest follows from the fact that any straight line f intersects s infinitely 
many times, and the angle of the kth intersection tends to 0 in order of l/ek* 
(k --*z). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following. 
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Lemma 1. Let q be any fixed point of the plane and let 0 s ul s u2 s u3 s l . 9 be a 
sequence such that 1 l/h = +m and u1 >iql. Then there exists a point-system 
Pq = 01, t2, f3, ’ l .}, for which l&l= 4 (i = 1,2,3, . . .) and any straight line through 
the point q comes arbitrarily near to P4. 
Proof, We define 
1 - 
6i = ui 
1 f 1+ l +19 i=WA... 
- . . - 
(2) 
Ul u2 ui 
We construct P4 by induction. Let tl be any fixed point on the circle Izl = ul. If 
the points tl, t2, . . . , ti are already given, then we get ti+l as the only point 
satisfying the equations 
I I t- 1+1 = ui+19 4ttiSti+l) = h+l l (3) 
It is known that C l/U, = +m implies 1 Si = +m. According to this fact, for any line 
f through g, there are infinitely many values i, for which f runs inside the angle 
&( tiqti+l)m A trivial upper bound can be Riven for the distance of f and ti+,, 
namely the arc of length Si+l d(q, ti+l). 
d(f, ti+l) sSi+,d(q, ti+l)sv l 1 
i-+1 
1 ’ 
.I’ 
(4) 
This expression tends 
Proof of Theorea: 1. 
rational numbers. 
-+-+. . . . +- 
Ul cc2 U. 1+1 
to 0 as i-00. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
A point q is called rational if both of its coordinates are 
Let O~X,~X2~X3~ l * l be a sequence of positive real numbers such that 
lim Xi = +a and 1 l/X, = +a;. We choose from this sequence infinitely many 
disjoint subsequences each of them having a divergent sum of reciprocals. Let us 
set up a one-to-one correspondence between the set 0 of rational points of the 
plane and these subsequences. For any q E Q, applying Lemma i with the 
sequence 0 GU,GU,GU3G” correspondent to q, we can construct a point- 
system P4 such that any straight line through the point q comes arbitrarily near to 
P4. Let P= UqEa P4. 
It is obvious that every straight line f comes aritrarily near to P, because for 
any positive integer i we can choose a line fi par:.Ilel to f so that the distance of f 
and fi is less than l/i and 1; passes through a rational point of the plane. Since 
each fi comes arbitrarily near to P, the same is valid for f. 
The distances 01 the elements of P from the origin form a subsequence of {Xi}, 
which proves Theorem 1. 
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To prove Theorem 2 we need a lemma, which will be given in the form suitable 
for generalizations to the case of higher dimensions. If zl, z2 are points of 
n-dimensional euclidean space E”, then Iz, - z2\ denotes the distance of z1 and z2. 
L~BBUWB 2. Let k s n be a positive integer and E >O. Zf P = {zl, z2, t3, . . .) is a 
point-system in En SUCK that xi l/\ZiIk < + 00, then there exists a point z E En, for 
which 
c 1 i If-ZfiJk CE. (5’) 
Proof. Let us first consider the case k en. It can be seen that there exists a 
sequence of positive numbers Ri *+m such that the number of points of P, 
contained in the ball lz ‘; s Ri, is less than ( Ri)k/i (i = 1,2,3, . . .). For supposing the 
contrary, taking into account C l/i = +m, we obtain a contradiction to the assump- 
tion xi 1 /lZi Ik C +%. If j is large enough, then 
(6) 
(7) 
follows for any z contained in the ball Izl s iRj* Let us give an upper bound for 
the average integral of the function f(z) = &Z,I<R, l/Jz - ziIk in the ball Izl s$Rj. 
f(z)dz ok- 1 
+L- 
+jz 
IzIsR,/Z 2 i: IZ2k =---__ 
v,(;RJ Vn(iRj)” j n-k 
(8) 
where V,, denotes the volume of the n-dimensional unit ball. The expression (8) is 
Icss than ;P if j is sufficiently large. Hence, by (7) and (8) there exists a point z in 
the ball Izl s i Ri for which (5) holds. In case k = n the proof of (5) can be given by 
a slight modification of the argument above. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let P={z,, z2, z3, _. .J be a point-system in E2 satisfying the 
condition 1 I /I zi I < + x, and let C be a fixed positive number. Applying 
with n = 2 and k = 1, we can find a point z in the plane such that 
G L<!_ Iz-ZJ c’ 
Let us consider the straight lines of E2 through z, being at a distance of SC from 
a fixed z;. All these lines are contained in a region of angle &~(2C/lz - ziI>* 
According to (9) the sum of these angles satisfies 1 -C/(z - ziI QT. This means 
that there exists a line fc- through z, whose distance from any zi is more than C. 
This corr ktes the proof. 
Lemma 2 
(9) 
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3. Generalizations 
Let I.?) denote a k-plane of E”. A point z E E” is a O-plane. If L”“ and Lcr) are 
two planes in E”, then their euclidean distance is denoted by d(L’k’, L”‘). If 
Ltk) n I_,(” # $9 then d ( Ltk), L(*)) = 0 . 
The followkg two theorems are straightkward generalizations of Theorems 1 
and 2. 
Theorem 4. Let M 22 be an integer and Osxl ~~~~~~~ l * l positive numbers 
SUCK that lim Xi = +m and Ci l/X:-’ = f-00. Then there exists cl point-system 
P = {z,, z2, 2.3, - l .I in E”, for which \Zil= 4 and any straight lint of En comes 
arbitrarily near to P. 
Theorem 5. Let M 3 2 be an integer and 0 G x1 s x2 G x3 6 l l l positive numbers, 
satisfying Ii l/x:-’ < +m” Let 5” = {z,, z2, z3, . . .} be a point-system, for which 
1 .I = Xi. Then for any positive C there is a straight line fc in E” such that 
dzip, fc)SC, that is d(zi, fc)aC for any i - 1,2,3,. . . . 
The only difference is in the proof of Theorem 4, where instead of (2) the 
numbers 
1 
n-1 
6; = ui 
1 1 
(10) 
- 
n-l + l n-l + 
. ..+- 
Ul u2 
n-1 
ui 
are of interest. To prove the analogue of Lemma 1, the surface S” of the 
n-dimensional unit ball must be covered by balls Bi of radius (8:)““-’ in such way 
that any point of S” is contained in infinitely many Bi. This cap be done because 
xi 8; = +m. Apart from this point the proof is the same. 
Our theorems are true in a more general form, as follows. 
Theorem 6. Let n, k, 1, be non-negative integers, k + 1~ n, k 3 1. Let 0 s xl s x2 s 
x3+** bc a sequence of positive numbers satisfying lim xi = +m and xi1 /Xi’ k ’ = 
+x. Then there exists a system PC” = {L’,“, Ly’, Li;“, . . .} of l-planes in E” such that 
d(Li”, 0) = xi and any k-plane Ltk) comes arbitrarily near to PC”. That is, for any 
E > 0 there is an Li” E PC” for which d(Lck’, Li”) < 1. 
Proof. First we prove the theorem in case I= 0, when a point-system wit5 the 
above property must be constructed. The proof is by induction on k. If k = 1. 
Theorem 6 coincides with Theorem 4. Supposing that our assertion is already 
proved for k - 1, we shall prove it for k. 
Let us consider a sequence 0 GX, <xx2 $x3< l l l satisfying lim Xi = +X and 
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c x, n- ’ = +m. We can divide this sequence into n subsequences {xlj, x2j, X3j, . . .} 
such that~J/x~-k=+=(j=1,2,..., n). Let us set up a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between these subsequences and the n coordinate-hyperplanes E,“-l (i = 
I.2 ,=e=, n) of E”. In each Er-‘, using the induction hypothesis, we can construct 
a point-system Pj = (2, j, 22j, t3j, . . .) so that any (k - l)-plane of Ey-’ comes 
arbitrarily near to Pi. The induction hypothesis can be used because 
c 1 c 1 = i x;;-l'-'k-" n_k=+m. 
i xij 
We set P = ur=, Pi. The point-system P satisfies the requirements of Theorem 
6, i.e. any k-plane L (k9 of En comes arbitrarily near to I? This is true because 
there is a coordinate-hyperplane E)-‘, for which the intersection of E,“-’ and I?’ 
is a (k -= 1 )-plane Pk- I9 which comes arbitrarily near to Pj. Hence Ltk’ comes 
arbitrarily near to P. The case 2 = 0 is settled. 
Now we prove the theorem for 1 >O, again by induction. We suppose that it is 
already proved for I - 1. Let us consider a sequence 0 s x1 c x2 s x3 s l l l satisfy- 
ing lim x, = +sc and xi l/xrek-‘= +a. We can divide it into n subsequences 
c x1,. x2,+ qiq . . .} such that Ii l/~i-~-‘= +QC (i = 1,2,3, . . . , n). Let us set up a one- 
to-one correspondence between these subsequences and the coordinate- 
hyperplanes El - ’ + as above. For each i, by the induction hypothesis, a system 
yrr l,‘,’ {L’f 19* L$ 19, Lyi- 1) 
. .} of (I- 1)-planes can be constructed in E)-’ such 
that any “k-plane of f+ ’ comes arbitrarilv near to Pi’-? Let I?;“= 
(L’;; L$. L$, . . .} be a system of Z-planes of E”, where Lii’ is defined as the set of 
all F;“ints of E”, whose orthogonal projection to E,“-’ is in Lif-“. 
It can be easily seen that the system of I-planes PC’) = Uy= 1 RI” saiisfies the 
requirements of Theorem 6. 
The corresponding generalization of Theorem 5 is also true, and it shows the 
sharpness of Theorem 6. 
Theorem 7, Let n, k, 1 be non -negative integers, k + I< n, k 2 1. Let 0 s x1 s x2 s 
l l be a sequence of positive numbers satisfying xi l/~~-~-‘< +m. Let PC*’ = 
;;_;.‘L:“. L!j’. . . .) be a system of l-planes in E”, for which d(Li”, 0) = Xi* Then for 
any C > 0 there exists a k-plane Lp’ in such that d( PC’), Lg’) > C. 
Proof. Let 5Pk9 denote the set of all k-planes through the origin. It is well-known 
(see 121) that there is a measure p(x), invaliant under the group of motions of E” 
keeping the origin fixed, such that p.(X) is defined on the subsets Xc 9(k) and 
~1 (Yk’) = 1. Let S” denote the n-dimensional unit sphere. We consider the 
following two definitions. For any v E S” 
Zck’(v, e)={L’k’E~‘k9:d(L’k9, V&E}. 
For any L(k9~.Y(k9 
S”( Ltk’, f:)={v~S’?d(L(~), V)Q) 
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If A is the Lebesgue-measure on the surface S”, then for 
I I 
ldpdh= 1 dh dp. 
S” 5P’(lJ E) I I . z(kr SyL(k), E) 
Hence 
A(Sn) l p(9k’(u, E)) = p(zPk’) l A(9 (Ltk’, E)) 
any fixed E >O we have 
(11) 
(123 
where ZJ and Z,(k) are arbitrarily fixed. But p (.5E@‘) =1 and A (S”( L”‘), E)) is 
approximately ai( vn-k&n-k if I is small, where uk denotes the surface area of Sk 
and vn__, denotes the volume of the (n - &dimensional u,‘iit ball. Hence, wz can 
write (12) in the form 
vn-kak 
p(Lekyv, E)) <2 - l & n-k 
an 
(13) 
for any E Gzo. 
First we prove Theorem 7 in case I = 0, when P = P”) = {t , , z2, z3, . . .) is a 
point-system, for which xi l/IZiin-k <+m. Applying Lemma 2 we obtain a point 
z E En such that 
c 
i 
an E* 
n-k 
2V,_ka,Cn-k ’ ? 0) l 
(14) 
In this case C/lz - ziI c &o holds for each i = 1,2,3, . . . and using (13) and (14) we 
get 
The left side of (15) equals to the measure of all k-planes through z with distance 
SC from some Zi E P. Since this expression is less than the measure of all 
k-planes through z, there exists a k-plane through z, satisfying the requirements 
of Theorem 7, in case I = 0. 
In case I > 0, Theorem 7 can be proved similarly, using (13) and an easy further 
argument. 
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